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It’s a November New Dawn, full of opportunities !
In England, we are now in our second full ‘lockdown’. It is also the end of an era at 10 Downing Street as Dominic
Cummings (no relative) has left together with Lee Cain, two of Boris’s closest ‘Special Advisers’. In the USA, after the
vote count for the Presidential Election on November 3rd, Donald Trump continues to dispute the result but Joe
Biden, aged 78, promises from January 2021 to be a President for all the American people no matter who they voted
for. He will have the support of the first woman to be Vice President, the 56 year-old Kamala Harris. Joe Biden,
who is of Irish descent, has already spoken to UK Prime Minister Boris about the new trading relationship between the
USA, the UK and the European Community ( which of course includes Ireland ). Joint action to tackle ‘climate
change’ seems likely in 2021. Boris Johnson, advised by his fiancée, is planning to ban the sales of all non-hybrid
new petrol and diesel cars from 2030.
reaching their 2020 climax.

Brexit negotiations on the terms of the UK leaving the EC are now

Meanwhile, Dr Ozlem Tureci and Dr Ugur Sahin were told last week by the Chief-

Executive of Pfizer that their mRNA vaccine was 90 per cent effective in tests. ( The current flu vaccine is only
50% effective ). Their revolutionary vaccine operates on a ‘non-infectious platform’. This means there is no risk of
contracting the disease for which one is being inoculated. The mRNA vaccines provide a way to let the patient
produce his or her own personally-designed drug. This has provided us all with the ultimate Christmas gift; HOPE
and the roll-out of Covid vaccinations. Between 20,000 and 30,000 people, spread across several continents, have
already been tested with the vaccine to date without any major short-term side-effects in this tested population.

Find answers to your questions on current Government Grants, Loans and Tax Assistance in our 11
page, Autumn 2020 Edition of the RJMS Business Support Guide (as at 12 /11/2020). There have
been some quite significant changes to the original plan, details of which were emailed out to you in
June. If you have any questions resulting from reading this, do let us know.

